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Bruce Hangen, Music Director and Conductor
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Bruce Hangen,
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Devonsquare
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Popular Series

Concert Sponsor: Shaw's Supermarkets

THOMAS Overture to "Mignon"
DAVID Konzertino for Trombone
   Allegro maestoso
   Marsch funebre
   Allegro maestoso
   NICHOLAS OROVICH
GINASSTERA Dances from "Estancia"
   The Land Workers
   Wheat Dance
   The Cattlemen
   Final Dance
   INTERMISSION
WEBBER Memory, from "Cats"
   Healy, arr.
   ROWE, arr.
   ROWE, arr.
   HEALY, arr.
   HEALY, arr.
   HEALY, arr.
   SIMON, GARFUNKEL
   Rowe, arr.
   A Simon and Garfunkel Medley
   DEVONSQUARE

Floral arrangements courtesy of Harmon's Flowers.
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String players participate in a system of rotated seating within each section. String sections are reduced for Popular and Candlelight concerts.
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